Elastic constants and their derived properties of various cubic Heusler compounds were calculated using first-principles density functional theory. To begin with, Cu2MnAl is used as a case study to explain the interpretation of the basic quantities and compare them with experiments. The main part of the work focuses on Co2-based compounds that are Co2MnM with the main group elements M = Al, Ga, In, Si, Ge, Sn, Pb, Sb, Bi, and Co2T M with the main group elements Si or Ge, and the 3d transition metals T = Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, and Fe. It is found that many properties of Heusler compounds correlate to the mass or nuclear charge Z of the main group element.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a broad interest in Heusler compounds owing to the multitude of different thermal, electrical, magnetic, and transport properties that are realized in a rather simple crystalline structure. Owing to both applications and fundamental interests, such as superconductivity, heavy fermions, the Kondo effect, the Hall effect, and half-metallic ferromagnetism, these compounds are among the most studied materials 1 . Regular Heusler compounds crystallize in a cubic fcc lattice with the space group F m3m. In certain cases, the cubic phases of regular Heusler compounds undergo, a martensite-austenite phase transition to a tetragonal lattice, whereby the symmetry changes to I4/mmm. In fact, both the cubic and the tetragonal phases have attracted considerable attention owing to their half-metallic ferromagnetic and spintransfer-torque applications [2] [3] [4] . Knowledge of the stability of each of these phases is crucial for industrial applications as well as fundamental research.
New Heusler compounds have been suggested to be stable in many theoretical works. However, in many cases it is experimentally found that it is not possible to synthesize these compounds. A possible reason for this is that not all stability criteria are respected in theoretical calculations. In fact, mostly all the used stability criteria are necessary but not sufficient. This implies that a suggested compound that fulfills a particular criterion may not exist as it possibly violates other criteria. One of these necessary, but not sufficient, criteria is the total energy, or the energy of formation, satisfying the condition E compound < E Elements for a compound to be stable. Further, the formation energy of the suggested compound needs to be the minimum on the "convex hull" taking into account all the competing phases. Otherwise, it would decompose into other compounds with lower energies. For example, the appearance of different binaries (XY, XZ, or other similar combinations) may lead to a lower total energy as compared to a single ternary (X 2 YZ), and thus, hinder the formation of a Heusler compound.
Another important criterion is the mechanical stability of a predicted structure. According to Born 5 , a necessary condition for the thermodynamic stability of a crystal lattice is that the crystals have to be mechanically stable against arbitrary (small) homogeneous deformations. In fact, this is the main concept of elastic constants. Elastic constants provide important information concerning the strength of materials, and often act as stability criteria or order parameters in the study of the problem of structural transformations [6] [7] [8] . Further physical properties, such as hardness, velocity of sound, Debye temperature, and melting point are also related to the elastic constants [9] [10] [11] [12] . The information is not only essential requirements for industrial applications but also for fundamental research. Examples of the latter case are the superconducting and heavy fermion systems, in which a drastic change of elastic constants and related properties have been obtained upon phase transition 13, 14 .
There are several reports on calculations of elastic constants and phase stability [15] [16] [17] . Members of the series of cubic Co 2 T M (T = transition element, M = main group element) Heusler compounds have been studied previously to some extent by various authors 2, [18] [19] [20] . In many cases, only the three independent elastic constants and the bulk modulus are calculated. In only a few cases, experiments were carried out to measure the hardness and melting temperatures, and to compare them with the calculations. However, most works have been carried out for specific cases, and almost not all relevant properties have been calculated and compared with experiments or properties of other compounds.
The present report is intended to investigate the mechanical properties of a variety of Co 2 -based Heusler compounds by calculating their elastic constants. To begin with, Cu 2 MnAl, as a typical Heusler compound, is studied to explain the basic quantities and their interpretation. Results for Co 2 MnM (M = main group element), and Co 2 T M (T = 3d-metal, M = Al, Si) are listed and discussed with an in-depth analysis of the physical properties and chemical bonding. As elastic constants are derived from the second derivative of the energy with respect to the lattice displacements, the use of an accurate energy calculator is crucial. Here, the fullpotential all-electron method was used to calculate the elastic constants, and related properties. The relationship between the interatomic bonding and the physical properties is considered using Pugh's and Poisson's ratios. The Blackman's diagram provides complementary information about the bonding character of the Heusler compounds. A covalent to metallic bonding with an intermediate ductility or brittleness is found for the studied Heusler compounds. Several other physical properties have been extracted from the elastic constant calculations.
The present work concentrates on the half-metallic Co 2 -based Heusler compounds that have a high impact on magnetoelectronics. The results for the elastic properties of tetragonal and phase change materials that exhibit magnetic shape memory and magnetocaloric effects will be published elsewhere 21 . Some basic calculational aspects, including the convergence of the method, are also found in Reference 21 .
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The elastic constants are second derivatives of the total energy with respect to various lattice deformations. Therefore, accurate calculation of the total energy is required. The full-potential linearized augmented plane wave (FLAPW) technique is one such method that provides the required level of numerical accuracy, albeit at the cost of complexity. In particular, in the case of Heusler compounds, FLAPW is a reliable choice as some Heusler compounds are sensitive to the employed method 22 , and many Heusler compounds contain atoms from the lanthanide or actinide series with occupied forbitals. In the present work, the electronic structure was calculated using the full-potential linear augmented plane wave method, as implemented in Wien2k 23, 24 . The details of the calculations are reported in References 25, 26 and a forthcoming publication 21 . The charge density and other site specific properties were analyzed using Bader's quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) 27 using the built-in routines of Wien2k as well as the Critic2 package of programs 28, 29 . We developed our own routines, and used them to determine the elastic constants and to analyze them in detail.
The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof implementation of the generalized gradient approximation (PBE-GGA) was used for the exchange-correlation potential. The number of plane waves was defined by R MT k max = 9.0 and 8000 k points within the first Brillouin zone were used for integration. The energy convergence criterion was set to 10 −5 Ry and the charge convergence was less than a 10 −3 electronic charge in every case. The convergence of the elastic constants with the parameters of the calculation has been already reported in the publication on tetragonal compounds 30 . Most Co 2 -based Heusler compounds are among the half-metallic ferromagnetic materials, thus only ferromagnetic ordering has been studied here. See References 22, 25 for details of the electronic and magnetic structure of the investigated compounds. The basic equations for the calculations of the elastic constants are discussed in the following. More details are provided in Appendix. The bulk moduli and relaxed lattice parameters are found by fitting the calculated energy-volume relation to the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state 31, 32 . There are numerous ways to apply different strains and their combinations to the crystal. For cubic crystals, there are three independent elastic constants and only two more calculations are needed besides the bulk modulus that is found from the equation of state. A necessary supplementary condition in the calculation of the elastic constants is the conservation of volume when strain (or stress) is applied. Table I summarizes the applied strains used in the present work to determine the elastic constants. The applied strains are illustrated in Figure 1 . More details are found in Reference 30 and in the Appendix.
In the present calculations, four distortions of each type in the range of −3% ≤ x ≤ +3% were applied to the relaxed structure with V 0 from the structural optimization, which is the equation of state fitted to E tot (V ). The different distortions are sketched in Figure 1 . The energies E(x) of the monoclinic, orthorhombic and tetragonal strain types were fitted to a 4 th order polynomial E(x) = E 0 + a 2 x 2 + a 3 x 3 + a 4 x 4 . Finally, the B and the a 2 values were used to determine the elastic constants and their derived quantities. The elastic constants reported below are averaged over the values determined by applying tetragonal or orthorhombic strains. The equations for the properties calculated from the elastic con-TABLE I. Applied strains to cubic structure are listed here. The isotropic strain type (0) is not volume conserving, it is not directly used but used together with the lattice parameter optimization that yields the bulk modulus. The consequences of the strain types are sketched in Figure 1 . Table I . Please note that (1) results in x = y = z whereas in (2) all three lattice parameters are different: x = y = z. See Table I for details of the strain types.
stants are given in detail in Appendix V. It should be noted that models used for the Vicker's hardness (H C V ) and the melting temperatures (T c m ) are only suitable for cubic structures 12, 33 and may be used for the comparison of different compounds rather than yielding absolute values.
III. RESULTS
To begin with, the results for the classical Heusler compound Cu 2 MnAl are presented and compared with experiments, because it is one of the few Heusler compounds for which measured values of the elastic constants are available. Table II compares the calculated elastic properties with the experimental work of Michelutti et al 34 . As seen in Table II , the calculated elastic constants agree well with the experiment, where the overestimation of about 10% that is observed could be due to the intrinsic properties of the calculational method 35 or due to uncertainties of the experimental set-up. The other calculated properties, such as elastic moduli, Cauchy pressure, and velocity of sound show excellent agreement with those found in the experiment.
The elastic constants of Cu 2 MnAl are listed in Table II . c 11 , which represents stiffness against principal strains, is higher than c 44 , which represents shear deformation. The shear (G) and tetragonal shear c moduli are also low compared to the bulk modulus. This implies that Cu 2 MnAl has the lowest resistance against shear deformations. The cross-sections on (110) and (001) crystallo- Figure 2 (c) and (f). It is seen that the anisotropy of Young's modulus is noticeable in both the planes. The directions where the maxima appear correspond to the high-fracture energy directions, which are along 111 in the (110) plane and 110 -direction in the (001) plane. The Kleinman's parameter ζ describes the relative positions of the atoms under strain. The calculated value of ζ ≈ 0.9 for Cu 2 MnAl suggests that the atomic positions are rather rigid against distortions of the lattice. The tetragonal shear modulus c = C /2 ≈ (13 . . . 20) GPa is the smallest modulus and thus it is the main constraint on stability. Both anisotropies, the Zener ratio A e and universal anisotropy A U , are about 8. This is a rather large value and may suggest elastic instability of Cu 2 MnAl in the L2 1 structure, as will be discussed in the following.
The use of Blackman's and Every's diagrams 36 is an efficient way to compare the elastic properties of cubic materials. In both types of diagrams, dimensionless quantities that are ratios of different moduli are correlated. From both the diagrams shown in Figure 3 , it is seen that the Heusler compounds calculated in the present work are close to the Cauchy line, where the Cauchy pressure vanishes. All the studied compounds are in the region where the anisotropy index is positive. Obviously, Cu 2 MnAl has one of the highest anisotropies and comes close to the line of 2/m, 3m symmetry breaking phase transitions as marked in Every's diagram. The Co 2 -based compounds will be discussed below in more detail. Table III The Debye temperature was calculated from the mode averaged sound velocity v and in the quasi-harmonic approach. Both methods result in values of about 395 K. This is marginally higher than the experimental value. The slightly larger values are typical for the acoustical approaches that neglect the optical phonons 19, 37 . Figure 4 shows the three sheets of the slowness surface of Cu 2 MnAl. Pronounced extrema, arising from the large anisotropy of the compound, are observed for all the three modes. The pressure (p) wave has the highest phase velocity. The minima of its slowness appear along {111}-type directions that is along the space diagonals and the maxima are found along the {001}-type, principle axes. The maxima of the slowness of the fast shear wave (s 2 ) are along the {111}-type directions. The slowness surface of the slow shear wave (s 1 ) appears to be more complicated; its maxima appear along {110}-type directions. The two shear modes are sixfold degenerate, that is, their slowness is the same at the six [00s]-type points along the three principal axes.
One may roughly categorize materials as ductile (malleable) or as brittle with respect to mechanical characteristics, as for example, machinability. For various applications, the materials need to be malleable, for instance if they are required to be used as wires. Ductile materials usually exhibit metallic bonding, whereas high brittleness indicates a more covalent or ionic character of the bonds. The transition region between these subjective criteria is blurred. Because of the importance in various applications, the malleability criteria are of great significance. Pugh's and Poisson's ratios are very helpful mechanical parameters in the characterization of maleability (brittle or ductile).
Pettifor 38 proposed the criterion that a positive Cauchy pressure indicates metallic bonds whereas negative Cauchy pressures are typical in the case of covalent bonds. Another older criterion is based on Pugh's work 39 . According to the so-called "Pugh's criterion", many publications [40] [41] [42] indicate that the critical value (k cr ) that separates brittle (k ≤ k cr ) and ductile (k ≥ k cr ) materials is around 1.75 or k −1 ≈ 0.571. It is worthwhile to mention that Pugh's ratio for a cubic, isotropic Cauchy solid is k Cauchy = 5/3 = 1.66, as shown in Figure 5 (a). The behavior of the Heusler compounds investigated in the present work is summarized in Figure 5 where the Cauchy pressure is plotted as a function of Pugh's ratio. The two criteria are drawn as vertical and horizontal lines. Following the value for Pettifor's and Pugh's criteria, most of the studied compounds should be classified as ductile or metallic materials. There is an obvious contradiction between the empirical rules and the observation that the Co 2 -based Heusler compounds are all brittle instead of ductile. In particular, it appears that Pugh's criterion needs to be modified.
Poisson's ratio ν is related to Pugh's ratio by 43 :
The valid range of Pugh's ratio (0 < k ≤ ∞) restricts Poisson's ratio to −1 < ν ≤ 1/2. The Poisson ratio ν 0 = 0 is obtained for k 0 = 2/3. Materials with ν < 0 are called "auxcetic". Typically, Poisson's ratio of covalent materials is small ν ≈ 0.1, whereas it is greater than 0.33 for metallic materials. Poisson's ratio indicates the degree of directionality of the covalent bonds. Smaller Poisson's ratios indicate a stronger degree of covalent bonding resulting in higher hardness. The so-called "Frantsevich rule" is widely used as a criterion for brittleness, which is based on the tables of elastic properties in the book by Frantsevich et al 44 . According to this rule, compounds with a Poisson ratio of ν cr ≤ 0.33 are brittle and those with ν cr ≥ 0.33 are ductile or malleable. It should be noted that this value is not given explicitly in Reference 44 . It is based on properties reported for the materials tabulated by Frantsevich and was later accepted as empirical rule.
Referring to the original work 39 , Pugh also did not suggest a criterion. However, Pugh only mentioned that Ir was the least malleable metal (k = 1.74) and Au was the most malleable metal (k = 6.14). Based on present knowledge, it is obvious that Ir is hard and brittle 45 , and hence, the critical value could possibly be between 1.74 and 6.14. Based on the relation between k and ν, it follows that the critical Poisson's ratio ν cr ≈ 1/3 of Frantsevich's rule corresponds to a critical Pugh's ratio of k cr ≈ 2.66 (k
cr ≈ 3/8), so that the two empirical rules only differ in the exact number that distinguishes between the two types of behaviors.
Generally, it may be considered that materials with ν = 0 are absolutely brittle, whereas those with ν = 1/2 are perfectly ductile. Christensen 46 used the failure theory to describe the mechanical properties. He introduced a nanoscale variable κ, which characterizes the relative size of the bond bending and the bond stretching effects. Further, he related it to renormalized Poisson's or Pugh's ratios and defined the ductility D by:
According to this relation, materials with D = 0 are absolutely brittle, those with D = 1 are perfectly ductile, and the brittle-ductile transition takes place at D B/D = 1/2. The latter implies that
and thus, the critical values of the Poisson's and Pugh's ratios defined as, which implies that Cauchy solids should be more brittle than ductile. The behavior of the Heusler compounds is shown in Figure 6 that relates Poisson's ratio and Christensen's ductility to Pugh's ratio. It is obvious that the compounds -and in particular Cu 2 MnAl-are far away from the extreme elements, which are elemental Au, and C in the form of diamond, as the most ductile and most brittle elements, respectively. The above discussion and the experimental observations on various Heusler compounds lead to the conclusion that Frantsevich's rule (or better Christensen's ductility criterion) is suitable for the compounds studied here, whose behaviors lie on the border-line between brittleness and ductility.
The crystalline structure of Cu 2 MnAl is shown in Table IV , where a charge transfer is observed. On the average, about 0.9 electrons are transferred from the Mn and Al atoms to the Cu atoms with relatively larger contribution from the Al atoms. The Mn atoms carry a magnetic moment of 3.45 µ B , whereas Cu and Al exhibit only a negligible polarization. The QTAIM critical points of Cu 2 MnAl and their properties are summarized in Table V . There are, indeed, three different nuclei that act as attractors. The cage critical point c is found between Mn and Al along the [001] axis and acts as a repeller, which is the absolute minimum of the charge density. Further, two bond critical points b 1,2 are located between Cu and Al (b 1 ), and between Cu and Mn (b 2 ). The third bond critical point is located in between the Mn atoms along the [001] direction. When the two ring critical points r 1,2 are also considered, the Morse sum of the numbers n i of the different critical points vanishes (n n − n b + n r − n s = 0), as expected for crystals. The analysis of the bonding type with the properties of the critical points is discussed in Reference 47 . Metallic systems exhibit a flat electron density ρ throughout the valence region. The flatness f = ρ In this section, the elastic and mechanical properties of the Mn containing Heusler compounds Co 2 MnM (M = Al, Ga, In, Si, Ge, Sn, Pb, Sb, Bi) are discussed. Table VI compares the mechanical properties of the Co 2 MnM compounds. It may be noted that the compounds with main group heavy elements (In, Pb, Sb, Bi) have not been synthesized up to now and Heusler compounds with this composition most probably do not exist. They are used here to complete the trends when changing the main group elements. It should also be noted that those compounds are stable -at least from the Born-Huang criteria (These criteria are discussed in the Appendix).
The relaxed lattice parameters a opt agree well with the experimental values. They exhibit the typical trend that the lattice parameter increases with the nuclear charge (Z) of the main group element. The elastic constants of the Co 2 MnM compounds follow the general inequality B > c 44 > G > c > 0. Here, the isotropic shear or rigidity modulus G is not the main constraint on stability.
The smallest values are obtained for c = C /2, that is the tetragonal shear modulus is the limiting parameter for the stability of the cubic L2 1 structure of the investigated compounds. The values of c are in the range of 37-68 GPa and thus far above the values required to force tetragonal instabilities in the vicinity of ambient pressure. The lowest values for the bulk moduli are obtained for the compounds containing the main group, heavy elements, which exhibit large lattice parameters. The Pb and Bi containing compounds exhibit comparably low values of the rigidity moduli. Within each group, the values of the hardness parameter decrease with increasing Z of the main group elements. As compared to the previous calculations 18 , the elastic constants and bulk modulus fit quite well for most compounds, and the differences are lesser than 20 GPa for each quantity.
Pugh's ratio k of the Co 2 MnM compounds ranges from about 1.83 to 2.46 with a mean value of k ≈ 2.1. Similarly, Poisson's ratio ν falls also in a narrow range 0.27-0.32 with a mean value of ν ≈ 0.29. A convenient way of quantifying the degree of off-axis anisotropy in the elastic constants for a cubic crystal is to use the Zener ratio. Here, Zener ratio (A e ) exhibits no trend of a dependency on the main group element. It exhibits the 14) . The latter value is exceptional (compare with the next section) and points to a large elastic anisotropy in the material. Another method is the usage of the so-called universal anisotropy index (A U ), which shows the same tendency as the Zener ratio. Especially for Co 2 MnSb, in spite of the value of the anisotropy being in a reasonable range, this compound does not exist, and tested samples exhibit phase separation 50 . The anisotropy does only judge on the structural stability but not on the chemical stability. Figure 7 shows the Blackman's diagram using the elastic data of the Co 2 MnM Heusler compounds given in Table VI. All F ratios fall in the allowed range for mechanical stability. The values of F 12 appear close together in a region around the Cauchy line where the Cauchy pressure vanishes. They also fall in the region of positive Zener ratios (A e > 1). The figure suggests the type of bonding, covalent or metallic. A positive Cauchy pressure is suggestive of greater degree of metallic bonding. On the contrary, when the Cauchy pressure is negative, there appears to be greater degree of covalent bonding. As discussed in the foregoing and in agreement with the Poisson's ratio, all the studied compounds are metallic and on the borderline between brittleness and ductility. This is in agreement with experiments, in which all these compounds have a silvery metallic luster.
In fact, directional dependent plots of rigidity G(r) and Young's E(r) moduli are an alternative visual way of showing the Zener anisotropy. The implication of the elastic anisotropy on the elastic moduli will be illustrated for the two borderline cases with the largest (In) and the smallest (Bi) anisotropy. The three dimensional distributions of G(r) and E(r) are shown in Figure 8 for Co 2 MnIn and Co 2 MnBi.
The anisotropy of Young's modulus of the In and Bi containing compounds is displayed in Figures 8(a) and (b) that show the three dimensional distribution E(r). The pronounced anisotropy of the In containing compound is clearly visible. Figures 8(c) and (d) show the three dimensional distribution G(r) of the rigidity moduli of the two compounds. Again, the differences in the anisotropy of the moduli are clearly visible. Comparing the distribution of the moduli, it is obvious that Young's modulus is largest in the 111 -type directions whereas the rigidity modulus is largest in the 100 -type directions, that is along the cubic axes. This behavior is generic for all compounds listed in Table VI and a direct consequence of the condition A e > 1. These anisotropic compounds exhibit different responses to stress or strain when tested in different directions. The anisotropic property is particularly important for applications where mechanical stress is applied to the materials, directly or by thermal expansion and contraction. In this section, the influence of the 3d transition metal on the elastic and mechanical properties of selected Co 2 -based Heusler compounds is discussed. Table VII V, Cr, Mn, Fe and M = Al, Si) compounds. Al and Si were selected as the main group elements, because they exhibit the most complete series over the 3d transition metals that exist in reality. The Sc compounds as well as Co 2 CrSi have not been synthesized up to now and do not possibly exist. They are used here to complete the trends of the properties when changing the transition metal. Similar to the compounds with heavy main group elements reported above, those compounds are stableat least from the Born-Huang criteria.
The elastic constants of the Co 2 T M compounds follow the general inequality B > c 44 > G > C /2 > 0 as was also observed above for the Mn-containing compounds with varying main group elements. As in the earlier case, the tetragonal shear modulus c = C /2 is the most critical of the moduli for crystal stability. The bulk moduli are slightly greater in the Si containing compounds as compared to the Al-containing compounds. The Young's and rigidity moduli fall in the ranges (237.2-287.9) GPa and (93.4-112.3) GPa, respectively. Our calculated values of the bulk moduli and elastic constants for Co 2 T Si (except T = Sc) agree well with those reported by Chen et al 2 . Only the value of c 11 of Co 2 VSi exhibits a large deviation of 20%, whereas all others deviate by less than 7%.
As observed above for the Mn-containing compounds, all Co 2 T M compounds are between brittle and ductile from Frantsevich's rule based on Poisson's ratio (ν cr ≤ 0.33) and Pugh's criterion (k cr ≤ 1.75). The Co 2 -based compounds synthesized in our laboratories turned out to be mostly brittle in accordance with the prediction of our calculations. Further discussion on the elastic properties will be presented using the Blackman's diagram that is shown in Figure 9 for the Co 2 T M Heusler compounds. The values of F 12 fall in a very narrow range about the Cauchy line. All Si-containing compounds exhibit a positive Cauchy pressure, whereas p C < 0 for the Al compounds with Sc, Mn, or Fe. It is worthwhile to note that the Al-containing Co 2 compounds tend to antisite disorder, that is, they exhibit a B2 type rather than a L2 1 type crystalline structure. It is interesting to note that the hypothetical compound Co 2 ScAl is assumed to be nearly isotropic and very similar to an ideal Cauchy solid. Its universal anisotropy of only 1% is remarkable. Even though the values of c 44 /c11, k, and ν still deviate from the ideal Cauchy values by about 10%, out of all the compounds investigated here, it is closest to a 
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Cauchy solid.
The elastic Zener (universal) anisotropy ranges from 1.08 (0.01) for Co 2 ScAl to 3.48 (1.88) for Co 2 CrSi (Co 2 CrAl). Comparing the elastic anisotropy of compounds that are well known to crystallize in an ordered L2 1 structure and those that are known to tend to disorder or where no successful synthesis is reported up to now, the Zener ratios for the most stable compounds are in the range 1.62 < A e < 2.86.
The anisotropy of Young's moduli and the rigidity moduli of Co 2 ScAl, Co 2 CrAl, Co 2 ScSi and Co 2 CrSi are displayed in Figures 10 and 11 that show the three dimensional distribution E(r) and G(r) as was also plotted above for the Mn containing compounds. The more pronounced anisotropy of the Cr containing compound is clearly visible. The differences in the anisotropy of the moduli between the two compounds are clearly visible, as observed above.
Comparing the distribution of the moduli, the Young's modulus is largest in the 111 -type directions, whereas the rigidity modulus is largest in the 100 -type directions for most compounds, which are listed in Table VII . The only exception is Co 2 ScAl, where A e is close to unity and thus the distributions are nearly spherical, which shows a tendency to distortion in the 100 direction.
IV. DERIVED PROPERTIES
This section summarizes the physical properties of the compounds that are derived from the calculated elastic constants. Table VIII Table IX The Debye temperature Θ ac D and Grüneisen parameters ζ ac are estimated in the acoustical approximation from the mode averaged sound velocities v. These quantities depend, in addition to the elastic constants, on the mass density of the materials. The other two properties, melting temperature and hardness are exclusively based on the elastic constants. The melting temperature T c m is roughly estimated from c 11 , and the hardness H C V results from Pugh's and rigidity moduli. The underlying ideas and equations are given in the Appendix. Table VIII  and Table IX summarize the properties derived for various Co 2 T M Heusler compounds. In addition, the density ρ and the molecular mass m are given for completeness. Interestingly, the remaining physical properties do not appear to depend much on the composition. However, some clear trends are recognized on closer inspection. of the calculated values. This leads to the estimate that the melting temperatures of the compounds are about (1960 ± 200) K. The Vickers's hardness has average values of the order of (8.5 ± 1.8) GPa.
From Table IX , it is found that the sound velocities calculated from the elastic constants exhibit only small changes among the different transition metals. As a direct consequence, the values for the Debye temperature or Grüneisen parameters in the acoustical approach are all nearly the same for the different compounds. There is no evidence of a distinguishable dependence on the T element, as already mentioned in the previous sections. The ζ ac values of Co 2 ScAl, Co 2 TiAl, Co 2 TiSi, Co 2 MnSi and Co 2 ScSi, however, are slightly below those of the remaining compounds that exhibit average values of 1.57 for Al and 1.72 for Si. The acoustical Debye temperatures are in the range of 533 K-576 K with average values of (565 ± 10) K and (555 ± 10) K for the Al and Si compounds, respectively. The similarity of the acoustical parameters arise from similar masses of Al and Si that determines to a large extent, the vibrational properties of the compounds. The range of validity for the melting temperature T c m is ±300 K for the approximation used here and is of the same order as the spread of the calculated values. This leads to the estimate that the melting temperatures should be of the order of (2180 ± 50) K for the Al containing compounds and (2260 ± 60) K for the Si containing compounds. All calculated melting temperatures are consistently larger than the experimental values 20 . On the average, the Al containing compounds exhibit larger hardness values as compared to the Si containing compounds. In both these groups, the Cr containing compounds exhibit clearly lower values for the calculated hardness as compared to the other transition metals. Neglecting the Cr values, the hardness exhibits average values of (12.4 ± 1.4) GPa for the Al and (9.9 ± 1.1) GPa for the Si containing compounds. The only two reported experimental values of hardness for Co 2 MnGe and Co 2 MnSi are known to be 7.3 and 7.9, respectively 19 . Although the experimental values are smaller than the predicted values, the tendency is the same. This is expected from the approximate nature of the model used. Figure 12 compares the slowness surfaces of Co 2 ScAl and Co 2 MnSi. The latter was considered, since it is known from experiments to be very stable and to exhibit very low disorder. Further, it is the Heusler material with highest tunneling magneto resistance (TMR) ratios. The isotropic elastic behavior of Co 2 ScAl is reflected in the nearly spherical distributions describing its three slowness surfaces. The shear modes are nearly degenerate and exhibit kiss singularities in the high symmetry directions. The behavior of the slowness surfaces of Co 2 MnSi is typical for most of the investigated Co 2 -based Heusler compounds, and its shape is similar to that of Cu 2 MnAl. Its lower asymmetry as compared to Cu 2 MnAl results in less pronounced differences between minima and maxima of the slowness.
To use slowness as a parameter for determination of the elastic constants, measurements along different high symmetry directions may be used. For the pressure wave, it may be found, for example, the following slowness eigenvalues s: s The Debye temperature, where only acoustic vibrational modes contribute, is about 397 K, which is lower than that of most of the studied compounds based on Co 2 .
Based on the calculation of their elastic properties, the crystalline stability of Co 2 -based cubic Heusler materials was assessed. The elastic constants of all the studied compounds follow the general inequality B > c 44 > G > c > 0 such that the rigidity modulus G is the main constraint on stability. The results of our calculations demonstrate that all the studied compounds are close to the borderline between brittle and ductile. From the elastic point of view, they mainly exhibit bonding behavior between those of covalent and metallic. For most of the studied stable compounds, the universal anisotropy index is in the range 0.57 < A U < 2.73. All the studied stable compounds are most stiff in the 111 -type directions. The detailed analysis of all the compounds revealed that Pugh's criterion for the ductile-brittle transition (k For Co 2 -based compounds, when the nuclear charge Z of the main group element increases, the lattice parame-ters also increase but the values of the hardness parameter decrease. Here, the Zener ratio (A e ) and the universal anisotropy index (A U ) show the same tendency. It should be mentioned however, that the anisotropy does only judge on the structural stability but not on the chemical stability, as is seen especially for the case of Co 2 MnSb, that does not exist as a pure compound. The Debye temperature in the acoustical approach decreases with Z, but there is no evidence for a distinguishable dependence on the T element for the Co 2 T M compounds. The Grüneisen parameters in the acoustical approach are all nearly the same for the different compounds. The hardness shows the same tendency. Finally, it is found that Co 2 ScAl is close to an ideal Cauchy solid and is predicted to be the most hard material in the investigated series.
The calculated material properties can be applied quite reliably to bulk materials. On the other hand, the prediction of stability could be exploited in any compounds in particular to those when the possibility of structural phase transition in crystals is investigated.
Appendix A: Cubic elastic constants, elastic moduli, and elastic stability.
The basics of the elastic properties of solids are described in the book by Nye 43 . Here the focus is on the equations for cubic compounds, remarks on tetragonal and hexagonal compounds are found in Reference 21 . A lattice A can be transformed to a new deformed lattice A by the strain matrix . The strain matrix is symmetric and contains six different strains e i . By Hooke's law, the elastic relation between strain ( ) and stress (σ) is:
where C is the elastic stiffness matrices, and the relations between the compliance matrix (S) and the stiffness matrix is
In the most general case, the elastic matrix is symmetric and on the order of 6 × 6 43 . In triclinic lattices, it contains 21 independent elastic constants. This number is largely reduced in highly symmetric lattices. In cubic lattices, only the three elastic constants c 11 , c 12 , and c 44 are independent. The elastic matrix for all classes of cubic crystals has the form (zero elements are denoted by dots): 
The matrix has 6 eigenvalues out of which only three are different. These three different values o the eigenvalues are: They correspond to the bulk, the tetragonal shear, and the shear moduli as will be shown below. The crystal becomes unstable when one of the eigenvalues becomes zero or negative.
For an isotropic system, the elastic matrix C iso contains only the two constants c 11 and c 12 , whereas the remaining diagonal elements of the matrix are determined by c 44 = (c 11 − c 12 )/2.
In cubic systems, the relations between the elastic constants c ij and the elements of the compliance matrix s ij are given by, The bulk modulus is defined by the elastic constants. For cubic materials it is given by,
Born and co-workers developed the theory of stability of crystal lattices 57 . The Born-Huang 58 elastic stability criteria for a cubic crystal at ambient conditions 59 are given by,
that is, the bulk, c 44 -shear, and tetragonal shear moduli have to be all positive. The criteria are referred to as spinodal, Born's shear 5 and Born criteria, respectively. The first criterion defines the spinodal pressure,
whereas the last criterion is often used to define an additional elastic constant,
This constant is also called tetragonal shear modulus. In some studies, c = (c 11 − c 12 )/2 is used instead, because the tetragonal instability is observed when the hydrostatic pressure becomes 2p > C , that is p > c . In detail, G 110 = c is the single-crystal shear modulus for the (110) plane along the [110] direction. The singlecrystal shear modulus for the (100) plane along the [010] direction is G 100 = c 44 . It is related to a tetragonal deformation and large values denote high stability of the crystal with respect to tetragonal shear.
The Cauchy pressure for cubic crystals is defined using the Cauchy relation as,
For single cubic crystals, the shear modulus G, Pugh's ratio k = B/G, and the Poisson's ratio ν are calculated from the elastic constants using the following relations:
(c 11 + 2c 12 ) (3c 44 + c 11 − c 12 ) ν = c 12 c 11 + c 12 .
The first and third Born criteria restrict the range of Poisson's ratio to −1 ≤ ν ≤ 1/2.
Polycrystalline materials consist of randomly oriented crystals and thus a description of their elastic properties requires only two independent elastic moduli: the bulk modulus (B), and the shear modulus (G). The relationships between the single-crystal elastic constants and the polycrystalline elastic moduli are given by the Voigt 60 or Reuß 61 averages. Voigt's approach uses the elastic stiffnesses c ij , whereas Reuß's approach uses the compliances s ij . The bulk moduli in Voigt's (B V ) and Reuß's (B R ) approach are equal for cubic crystals and given by:
The isotropic shear or rigidity modulus 44 .
Accordingly, Poissons's ratio ν and Young's modulus E of polycrystalline cubic materials are calculated from the equations using the averaged bulk and rigidity moduli as,
In cubic crystals, the bulk modulus is isotropic. However, rigidity and Young's moduli not isotropic. The directional dependence of Young's modulus E(r) is defined by the ratio of longitudinal stress to strain. For cubic systems, the three dimensional distribution is given by,
where s = s 11 −s 12 −s 44 /2, and F lmn = (x 2ŷ2 +ŷ 2ẑ2 + z 2x2 ) is the orientation function of a cubic single crystal specimen given in terms of the direction cosines (l :=x, etc.). It is obvious that E(r) becomes isotropic for s = 0. Hence, Zener ratio or the elastic anisotropy is defined for cubic crystals as,
The cubic elastic anisotropy may be used as another important physical quantity for the description of structural stability. Materials exhibiting large A e ratios occasionally show a tendency to deviate from the cubic structure. Materials with negative Zener ratio (A e < 0) violate at least one of Born's criteria and are mechanically instable.
Ranganathan and Ostoja-Starzewski 62 summarized the existing anisotropy theories and developed a so-called universal anisotropy index A U that is calculated for cubic crystals, using the condition B V = B R by the simplified equation,
Similar to the case of the Young's modulus, the directional dependence of the rigidity modulus G(r) is defined by 63 , where χ lmn =x 2ŷ2ẑ2 . The last term in Eq. (A16) is the so-called bending-torsion correction (or difference) if G 0 is defined as the "true" rigidity modulus 63 . G 0 becomes isotropic for A e = 1. The bending-torsion correction vanishes for the highly symmetric 100 , 110 , and 111 -type directions.
The Cauchy criterion of vanishing Cauchy pressure for crystals with cubic symmetry is c 12 = c 44 . The conditions required to satisfy this Cauchy relation are:
• Only central forces take part in the interaction between the atoms.
• Only harmonic forces exist between the atoms. Anharmonicity will destroy the Cauchy relations.
• The atoms are located at the centers of symmetry.
• Thermal effects and initial stress are neglected.
From the isotropy (c 12 = c 11 − 2c 44 ) and Cauchy (c 12 = c 44 ) relations, only one independent elastic constant (c 11 = 3c 12 = 3c 44 ) would remain for cubic crystals. This has the result that Pugh's ratio of a cubic, isotropic solid following Cauchy's relation becomes k Cauchy = 5/3 = 1.66 ≈ 1.7. At the same time, Poison's ratio simplifies to ν Cauchy = 1/4. The elastic matrix of such an ideal Cauchy solid has the form (zero elements are denoted by dots), 
The three different eigenvalues of C cubic Cauchy are 5c 11 , 2c 11 , and c 11 , which are nondegenerate, twofold degenerate, and threefold degenerate, respectively.
Apart from the elastic moduli, a few more important physical quantities can be derived from the elastic constants. The volume (κ) and linear (β) compressibilities of cubic crystals are isotropic and given by, 
The elastic constants and moduli also allow estimation of the averaged sound velocity v, 
From the longitudinal (v l ) and transverse (v t ) elastic wave velocities of isotropic materials the Debye temperature can be estimated, where v l and v t are,
where, ρ is the mass density of the material. From the average sound velocity at low temperatures, the Debye temperature can be estimated by using the relation 37 :
where N A is Avogadoro's number. Other parameters are the same as in the case of the Debye temperature calculation in the quasi-harmonic approach.
In solids, the Grüneisen parameter ζ ac is also related to the sound velocities. Belomestnykh 69 derived this Grüneisen parameter using,
The above described acoustical properties concern averages and may be used for polycrystalline materials. Acoustical spectroscopy is used, indeed, also for investigation of the single crystal elastic constants. The directional dependence of the phase velocity v is found from Christoffel's equation:
where Γ ij = c ijkl l j l l is the Christoffel tensor built from the elastic constants and the direction cosines l i (i = 1 . . . 3). ρ is the density, δ ij is the Kronecker symbol and U is the polarization vector.
In cubic systems, only 3 elastic constants are independent and the components of the Christoffel tensor are reduced to, 
The results for ideal Cauchy solids are three eigenvalues: ρv 2 p = c 11 for the compression wave, and ρv 2 s1,s2 = c 11 /3 for the twofold degenerate shear wave. Both the modes, shear s and pressure p, are independent of the propagation direction and their slowness surfaces appear spherical with s p = ρ/c 11 and s s = 3ρ/c 11 .
